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1. Introduction
This white paper explains the security architecture of the drive encryption feature of the DriveScale
Composable Platform. It details the encryption and authentication technologies to secure the
application data and prevent the unauthorized access to the application data in flight and at rest. The
audience of the whitepaper is presumed to be familiar with data center computing, and security
principles including cryptography with no prior knowledge of DriveScale's solution.

2. Overview of the DriveScale solution
The DriveScale Composable Platform is a next generation data center architecture designed to handle
the scale and dynamic requirements of data-intensive workloads, while providing agility and security at
a fraction of the cost of earlier approaches. A primary objective is to provide this flexibility without
degrading performance or security.
In traditional scale-out cluster architectures designed for modern partitioned applications like Hadoop
and NoSQL databases, the compute and data storage of each node are tightly coupled, with processors
and drives located inside the same server enclosure. The combination of processor and drive is fixed at
purchase time, and the two are installed, configured, and disposed of as a unit. The processor and drive
communicate over a storage bus, such as Serial Attached SCSI (SAS), internal to the server enclosure.
With the DriveScale Composable Platform, the server is disaggregated into separate compute and
storage components. Servers are ordered with only a single boot drive (disk-lite server) containing the
operating system and application software. A JBOD or JBOF (Just a Bunch of Disk or Flash) enclosure
houses the drives that have been disaggregated from the servers. These drives store the application
data. Unlike traditional storage arrays, JBODs simply house the drives and provide connectivity to them
through a pair of SAS controllers resident in the JBODs.
The DriveScale SAS Adapter is a hardware platform that translates the SAS interface to the iSCSI protocol
over the ethernet fabric making the drives available to the servers through an ethernet switch. The
adapter has SAS interfaces to connect to the JBOD and high-performance 10 Gigabit ethernet network
interfaces to connect the 10 Gigabit data center network.
Given this design, any drive may be freely attached to any server, and at any point detached and
possibly attached to another server. The DriveScale Composer allows an administrator to control the
assignment of drives to servers through both graphical and programmatic interfaces. Composer directs
the software component of the adapter, as well as agent software that is installed inside the operating
system of each participating server. When a drive is assigned to a server, Composer directs the adapters
with connectivity to that drive to make it available to the server in question, and then directs the agent
on the server to connect to those adapters. Conversely, when a drive is removed from a server,
Composer directs the agent on that server to cease using the disk and then directs all adapters to cease
making that drive available to that server.
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Figure 1: DriveScale solution overview

Scenario example
Consider a DriveScale solution installation in an organization with 1 SAS Adapter connected to a JBOD
with 60 drives. A group in the organization installs and configures the DriveScale Composer software on
a server. The administrator connects Composer and the SAS Adapters to the corporate network which is
accessible to employees. The group configures the Composer software, the operating system software
hosting Composer instances, and the SAS Adapters, such that they and only they have administrative
access. This group is known as the DriveScale administrator or simply administrator. The administrator
configures the SAS Adapters with the addresses of the Composer server, thus directing the Adapters to
serve drives in accordance with the instructions from Composer.
Three smaller groups within the larger group, call it Group A, Group B, and Group C, will be using the
DriveScale-based storage for their individual workloads. Each group maintains servers for their use and
each has an administrator of those systems, known as the Group A administrator, Group B
administrator, etc.
•

•

The Group A administrator installs DriveScale's agent software on the server Group A will use
and configures the agent with the Composer server provided by the DriveScale administrator.
The Group B and Group C administrators will make similar configurations.
Groups A and Group B decide to configure the cluster first for their workload testing. The
DriveScale administrator uses the Composer administrative interface to assign 30 drives to
Group A, assigning 10 drives to each of the three servers. The Group A administrator configures
the servers so that Group A's users may access the drives.
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•
•
•
•

The DriveScale administrator then assigns 30 drives to Group B, again assigning 10 drives to the
three servers.
Group B concludes its workload testing and the DriveScale administrator removes the
assignment of the 30 drives used by Group B.
Group C starts testing. The DriveScale administrator now assigns the 30 drives released by
Group B to the three servers.
If group C wants to test with more servers then the DriveScale administrator could reassign five
drives to each of the six servers.

Threat assessment
The security features of the DriveScale system are designed to address particular threats introduced by
the disaggregation of the storage from the servers. This section outlines those threats and the
mechanisms used to address them.
Persistent data from applications is typically stored on hard disk drives (HDD), solid state drives (SSD) or
flash NVMe drives. With direct attached storage, the drives are within the enclosure containing the
server running the application. However, with external drives (as in NAS and SAN based storage, and in
the DriveScale solution) the drives are accessed from outside the server using a network medium to
which untrusted third parties could have access. Therefore, avoiding unauthorized access by the third
party to the data on the drives1 is a goal. There are four main security concerns to consider.
i.

The attacker may connect to trusted components on the network and request services from
them.

ii.

The attacker may attempt to impersonate trusted components on the network.

iii.

The attacker may attempt to eavesdrop on traffic between existing trusted components.

iv.

The attacker may attempt to conduct man-in-the-middle attacks, both eavesdropping and
altering the communication between existing trusted components.

DriveScale employs the iSCSI communication protocol and addresses all the security concerns by using
the iSCSI CHAP secure authentication protocol for all communication between compute servers and
Adapters so that only authorized servers and drives can communicate with each other.
Encryption of drive contents on the server prior to transmission over the network to the Adapter
provides resistance to eavesdropping the iSCSI data traffic between server and Adapter. This encryption
mechanism uses CPU cycles from the server to which the drive is assigned with minimal impact.

Trust Relationships
Trust relationships are at the heart of security. With the DriveScale Composable Platform as with any
operating system, the users of the disk-lite servers need to trust the operating system but need not trust
each other. The DriveScale solution works to accommodate applications and workloads from different
projects or different departments within a company. Let us illustrate the trust relationship based on the
previous illustrative scenario.
•
1

All group administrators trust the DriveScale administrator.

i.e., accessing the data from somewhere other than the server to which the drives are attached or assigned
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•
•
•

All group administrators trust the organization's administrator. They do not need to trust each
other.
Users in each group trust their own administrator but don't need to trust each other.
Servers in each group trust each other to accommodate cases when drives are moved from one
server to the other within the same group.

The DriveScale administrator and Group administrators configure several components of the DriveScale
system which we will discuss in the upcoming sections in the document. These components perform
actions on behalf of the user group that administrators assign to them and the trust relationships
between them mirror the user trust relationships. They, and their trust relationships, are:
•
•
•

Composer which is managed by the DriveScale administrator.
SAS Adapters which are managed by the DriveScale administrator.
The operating system and DriveScale agent installed on the servers which are managed by the
group administrators and are in a trust relationship with Composer and the Adapters.

In the DriveScale system, an abstract entity called a Logical Cluster mirrors the trust relationship
described earlier. A Logical Cluster is a grouping of servers and drives for running an application. There
are several actions that can be performed on the Logical Clusters:
•
•
•
•

The DriveScale administrator may create and terminate Logical Clusters at will and assign or
remove servers or drives from a Logical Cluster at will.
The servers in a Logical Cluster are presumed to trust each other. The data on a drive has a
lifetime enclosed by its membership in a Logical Cluster.
If a drive is removed from a Logical Cluster, it is presumed that the data on that drive may be
discarded.
A drive and server must belong to the same Logical Cluster for a drive to be assigned to that
server. A drive or server may only belong to one Logical Cluster at a time.

3. Security Preliminaries
Cryptographic Root of Security or Key Basis
The initial component from which each drive encryption key is derived is a customer-supplied 384-bit
secret, referred to in this document as the Key Basis. To generate the Key Basis, customers can use the
high-quality generator provided by the operating system or some other source they trust. This value
remains confidential to the customer.
Other keys, including the drive encryption keys, are derived from the Key Basis by using a Hashed
Message Authentication Code (HMAC) with this key in combination with various other factors. The
properties of the HMAC ensure that the resulting keys are themselves cryptographically usable keys, and
do not reveal the Key Basis.

Operating System Security
The DriveScale server agent and Composer software are installed into operating system environments
managed by the customer. The overall security and secure access of these systems is the responsibility
of the customer. The DriveScale software helps the customer in securing the keys and other credentials
by setting operating system permissions such that the sensitive material is accessible only by the
administrative user also known as root, or superuser.
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In the case of the servers, this is consistent with the trust model we discussed in the earlier section
where, for example, Group A users trust the Group A administrator, but not each other. The Group A
administrator has administrative access on Group A machines. Ordinary users have unprivileged
accounts and therefore have no access to the keying material on the server.
However, in the case of Composer, it is expected that the machine is dedicated to this functionality and
has no other users. Nonetheless, keys and other credentials are assigned permissions limiting access to
the administrative user.

Key Distribution Channel
The iSCSI authentication and drive encryption features require Composer to be able to send a key or
password to a server or SAS Adapter without the possibility of interception by a third party. To support
this, the DriveScale system creates a secure Key Distribution Channel between Composer and each
server and Adapter.
The creation and operation of the Key Distribution Channel is described here using a server as an
example. An identical procedure is used with SAS Adapters.
The operation of the Key Distribution Channel begins with the server and Composer performing a key
exchange using the Diffie-Hellman protocol. This results in a secret that is known to both parties and not
to anyone else.
When Composer wants to convey any sensitive message to the server, it derives a 256-bit key by using
an HMAC by the shared secret of a value that varies depending on the type of message. This key is used
to encrypt the sensitive message with a symmetric cipher (AES-CBC), ensuring message privacy.
Composer adds an HMAC over the encrypted message as well, ensuring message integrity. After
transmission on the network, the server can verify message integrity and decrypt the message after
independently computing the same key based on the shared secret.

4. Access Control
The first line of security is restricting access (or access control) to drives available via Adapters. When a
drive is assigned to a Logical Cluster, Composer computes a key that controls access to the drive. It
transmits this key to the Adapters that serve the drive over the Key Distribution Channel with the
instruction to serve access to the drives to entities that possess the key. When a drive is assigned to a
server, Composer transmits the key for that drive to that server over the Key Distribution Channel.

Authentication via iSCSI Challenge-Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP)
End-point authentication is supported by the iSCSI protocol using the Challenge-Handshake
Authentication Protocol (CHAP). CHAP uses a challenge-response mechanism: one party challenges the
other to prove that it knows the correct username and password (secret key) for the drive connection.
The CHAP authentication mechanism in iSCSI enables users to ensure that only authenticated targets
and initiators have access to the drives and from the servers.

Password Derivation
The DriveScale Composer derives the key used to access a drive by computing an HMAC. This key is
known as the Drive Cluster Authentication Key. It is deleted when the Logical Cluster is deleted. If such
deletion is complete, then the drive keys can no longer by recovered by any party.
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The Drive Cluster Authentication Key remains constant as long as a drive belongs to a Logical Cluster. If a
drive is moved from a first server to a second within a Logical Cluster, the first server may still retain the
credentials to access the drive. This is within the trust model in which servers within a Logical Cluster
trust each other. However, this is the limit of the necessary trust, as Composer does not distribute the
Drive Cluster Authentication key to a server until the drive is assigned to it.
The Adapters and server derive the actual password used in the CHAP exchange using additional HMACs.
They each perform the computation independently.
The target password is similarly derived but substituting a target constant for the initiator constant
results in a distinct key. There are two passwords used as the CHAP passwords as specified by the iSCSI
protocol. If either party cannot prove its knowledge of the password, the connection is immediately
closed.

5. Drive Encryption
The iSCSI CHAP authentication mechanism and the access control rules enforced in the Adapter prevent
any party with ordinary access to the network (lacking ability to eavesdrop or modify packets) from
accessing drives to which it is not authorized. In many cases this provides adequate security. An
organization may feel that the policies specifying data center physical security, vetting of personnel, and
care in erasing or destroying retired disk drives may not be 100% effective. Such an organization may
feel that the additional protection provided by application data encryption is warranted.
For an organization that desires protection against eavesdropping on its network, or against theft of
drives, the DriveScale solution enables encryption of drive contents. Each server encrypts the contents
of each drive block just prior to transmission over the network to an Adapter when performing writes to
disk, and conversely decrypts the contents just after reception when performing reads. The drive
contents are kept private during network transmission even in the presence of eavesdropping. The
Adapter does no cryptography on the drive contents, and simply executes the read or write operation as
in the unencrypted case. Therefore, access to Composer provides no additional attack vector. I.e.,
Composer doesn't have the keys to read the traffic, only the servers operated by the clients do.
The material for the drive encryption key used by the server is provided to it by Composer, which is
responsible for generating keys, changing keys at appropriate times, and distributing keys to servers as
required.

Key Derivation
Composer generates the key for a drive such that it remains the same while the drive is in a Logical
Cluster and changes if the drive is moved to another Logical Cluster.
The Drive Cluster Key for each drive is passed to the servers to which it is assigned over the Key
Distribution Channel. Distribution mirrors access control: The Drive Cluster Key for each encrypted drive
is delivered to a server if and only if the drive is assigned to that server.

Server Mechanism
The servers execute drive encryption based on the XTS-AES algorithm implemented in the Linux dmcrypt kernel module. This algorithm uses AES-256 as the underlying cipher and requires a 512-bit key as
the Drive Encryption Key. The Server shared secrets are compartmentalized so that an attacker who
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obtains the complete contents of a Composer and nothing else does not have the actual Drive
Encryption Keys.
The Drive Cluster Encryption Key and the computation of the Drive Encryption Key from it are not stored
in any file, nor are they visible on the command line or in the environment of any process.

6. Conclusion
A commitment to secure and encrypted infrastructure
DriveScale delivers a comprehensive solution which helps customers to protect and safeguard personal
information, as well to help protect corporate data in an enterprise environment with leading
encryption technologies.
Encryption is built into the DriveScale Composable Platform. DriveScale uses Diffie-Hellman-Merkle
(DHM) key exchange using Elliptic Curve Cryptography and Hash-based Message Authentication Code
(HMAC) to provide secure disaggregated infrastructure for modern workloads. Customers can securely
develop, operate and expand their data center at lower cost with the DriveScale solution.
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DriveScale Glossary of Terms
Term

Description

COMPOSER

DriveScale Composer is an orchestration and monitoring application. Composer
works with server agents and adapter software to manage a set of physical
resources (servers, JBODs, adapters) and enable DriveScale composable services.

ADAPTERS

DriveScale SAS Adapter or NVMe Adapter. The DriveScale SAS Adapter is a 1RU
Ethernet to SAS bridge between a standard Ethernet switch connecting compute
resources to JBODs filled with commodity disks. The SAS Adapter is a network
device which provides network access to drives and plays the equivalent of a
standard iSCSI target role.

DriveScale
Management
Domain

A DriveScale Management Domain (DMD) is local to a data center site and is a
subset of the resources in a Bandwidth Domain (defined by all devices connected to
a pair of Ethernet switches). By good practice, a DMD should span multiple Power
Domains. DMD provides the management infrastructure for assigning the drives to
the server and generating and storing key material.

JBOD

A JBOD is defined as Just a Bunch of Disks or Flash. JBOD arrays do not have any
formal pooling architecture for redundancy mechanisms within them. The drives
can be used individually.

ZooKeeper (ZK)

ZooKeeper is a centralized service for maintaining configuration information,
naming, providing distributed synchronization, and providing group services.
ZooKeeper allows the use of Access Control Lists (ACL) to protect information from
unauthorized access.

iSCSI

In computing, iSCSI allows two hosts to negotiate and then exchange SCSI (Small
Computer System Interface) commands using Internet Protocol (IP) networks.

iSCSI Initiator

An Initiator functions as an iSCSI client.

iSCSI Target

The storage side of an iSCSI connection, usually a dedicated network-connected
hard disk storage device.

Server

A server is a computer which can access drives remotely and run client software.
This is equivalent of a standard iSCSI initiator.
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